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After Adam Warlock's return in 'Infinity Gauntlet', his worse half Magus wasn't far behind. The

struggle for ultimate power over the universe continues when a stockpile of evil twins overwhelms

the Fantastic Four, Avengers, X-Men and more. Will the universe be saved, destroyed, or both?
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The sequel to Infinity Gauntlet.. great collection with the added material giving more emphasis and

color to the main story..

This was a great story and a very great series. I also enjoyed the short stories at the end. It was

very interesting.

Good story you have all your major character. If anything it could be a prediction of how averagers

infinite war might go down.

If you love Marvel you'll love these books. The story is awesome and explains the films a little.

I got this for my husband who is a comic collector. He loved it! It is one more step towards

completing his collection. Great read.



I have been filling in TPB collection holes to avoid digging through boxes of old comics when I need

to reread an old storyline (such as with the Marvel Movies now heading towards these old Warlock

tales).I had forgotten just how meh these stories were. Long gone was the wonder and energy of

those old Captain Marvel and Strange Tales/Warlock stories. Now it's just like reading about Peter

Parker clones...it just gets recycled over and over.Warlock is one of the great brooding characters

Marvel created, going back to the Thomas/Kane era and then on to Starlin. By the time this

collection came out, all the uniqueness had bled out and it reads pretty much like a company-wide

crossover event. Not like we ever see one of those.It's fine to read, just nothing memorable.

I would like to start by saying that this compilation(2series')does not live up to the infinity gaunlet

series. I enjoyed this compilation very much but there are certain high and low points. The low

points: The 2 series' contained in this compilation do not directly overlap; you have to switch back

and forth and even then there are repetitions in the stories. The action is minimal. There is only one

direct fight with the magus(the main villian of this saga) and that is in the last issue. There are series

of clones who do most of the fighting and despite featuring characters such as Galactus, Eternity,

and Infinity the action still does not overwhelm you. They spend an entire issue introducing us to

Gamora and giving us her background, but its basically 20something pages of filler you could have

done without. I did say there were high points. The High points: Adam Warlock who i enjoy as well

as Thanos, play large rolls in this series. The comic replaces action with cunning and manipulating

schemes. Even though i would have liked some action, the indepth plots are enjoyable. The art

work is a given with Lim and Medina so there's no surprise there. All in all I would recommend the

series to anyone who wants more out of the series, but if youre counting on it living up to the infinity

gaunlet series, you will be disappointed. Enjoy.

Great Read. Excellent Condition. Fast Delivery. Very pleased with entire purchasing process,

delivery, and product. Will buy from this source again.
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